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ment is reacted Even in the nationalised in
dust™* the Government does not usually inter
vene unless negotiations between the Boards and
the unions break down.
The usual pattern of negotiation is like this
First the union puts in a claim for an all round
increase usually much larger than it expects to
get Then after a tune the employers reply often
offering a much smaller increase and sometimes
none at all They then argue round a table until
either they reach agreement or they definitely fail
to reach Agreement If the latter happens the
next step varies considerably from industry to
industry ilany industries have their own con
cihation machinery in which outsiders try to
help tha two sides to reach agreement Some
though not many also have their own arbitra
tion machinery in which outsiders can recom
mend a solution of the dispute which is sometimes
binding and sometimes not It depends on what
the two sides have agreed on in advance Many
Industrie1? hwe no machinery of their own and
depend on the general faculties the Minister re
sponsible can offer He may appoint an impartial
conciliator or he may with the agreement; of
both parties refer the matter to the Industrial
Court which arbitrai.es between the parties or he
may set up a Court of Enquiry which enquires
into the dispute and maL.es -ecommendations
which are not binding on the parties or he may
decide to do nothing at all if he judges interven
tion to be useless Nor need either unions or
employers call him in the former may opt to put
pressure on the employers immediately either by
strike action or by banning overtime or piece
work, or by other action
Thus the British Government traditionally has
httle power to control wages directly or to impose
agreements The recent attempts to introduce
compulsion in wage determination are debcribed
in Part IV
Important Negotiations
A few negotiations are particularly important
in determining how wages rise in a year for the
pattern of later settlements tends roughly to
follow those of earlier settlements Probably
the most important of all are •'•hose between the
Confederation of Engineering and Shipbuilding
Unions—an organisation representing 3 million
workers—and the Engineering Employers Federa
tion as this single negotiation directly affects the
wages of 31 million workers and indirectly many
more On several occasions since the war negotia-
tions between these two have broken down and
only finally been settled after a Court of Enquiry
bad recommended a, compromise wage advance
The Confederation is a special negotiating body
comprising all the unions who have members
working in the engineering and shipbuilding in
dustries These include many small skilled
workers unions such as the Patternmakers
Union but they also include besides the 1 million
strong Amalgamated Engineering Union the two
large general unions the Transport and General
Workers Union, with about 1J million members
and the General and Municipal Workers Union,
with not far short of a million These last two
represent the semi skilled and •unskilled workers
and conflict between them and the skilled unions
concerning differentials is common
Another often important negotiation is that
between the British Transport Commission and
the three railway unions—the large National
Union of Eailwaymen representing most grades
the Amalgamated Society of Locomotive Engineers
and ITiremen representing the drivers and the
firemen and the Transport Salaried Staffs abso
elation, representing the ticket collectors railway
clerks etc The importance of this negotiation
lies in the fact that railwaymen are comparatively
badly paid but as the Transport Commission
runs a deficit, any wage advance has effectively
to be paid for by the Government Time and
time again—for example the rise in early 1060
arising out of the Guillebaud Report on railway
pay—wage advances have been given to railway
men with the purpose of trying to narrow the gap
between them and other workers bat the advance
given to railwaymen then acts as a guide to other
settlements so that the railwaymen remain rela
tlvely as hadly paid as before.
 Strikes
The strike is the unions weapon of last resort
Most unions maintain strike funds in order to
support their members when they call them out
on sinks but these funds are small and strike
pay is usually very much below normal wages
So unions cannot afford to call strikes irrespon
sibly and major official strikes are uncommon
In most years there will be one or two but not
more and the total number of working days lost
s usually negligible—less than one day per head.
Sven in the industry affected the lost working
days are usually made up in the following weeks
jy overtime
Nevertheless the big strikes are important for
:he success or failure of one big strike can affect
the results of all the other collective bargaining
under way at the time They can also affect the
awards of arbitration tribunals since in the main
arbitration awards tend to follow the pattern of
jettlements already made in other industries
There is no purpose in a tribunal trying to be fair
if it cannot get its awards accepted So the
settlement reached as a result of a strike often
determines the amount by which wage rates will
rise on average over all industries
Most strikes ire neither large nor official nor
about wages An official strike .s one called hy a
union usually by decision of the national execu
tive and is usually the result of % breakdown in
collective bargaining about wages But unoifi
cial strikes called by local leaders with the author
isation of unions are usually about other matters
Few of the big unofficial strikes which have plagued
the London Docks since the war v'ere about
wages but usually about some relative triviality
that only bore witness to the thoroughly poor
state of labour relations in that industry Much
the same may be said about the continual strikes
in shipbuilding many of them caused by demarca
tion disputes concerning which jobs should be
done by which type of skilled worker These sort
of strikes are really a form of industrial protest
and the employers have to bear their share of the
blame
In 1965 there were in all 2 350 strikes ia the
United Kingdom 869 000 workers were directly
or indirectly involved and 2 932 000 working days
were lost This means that the average strike
involved 370 workers and lasted over S days
In most industries there are very few strikes
The mam stake prone industries apart from the
mines are vehicles, shipbuilding and docks but
even m these the extent of strikes must not be
exaggerated. In shipbuilding with the worst
record of disputes losses are only just over one day
a year and if that were all could safely be ignored
But of course strikes are also a symptom of
industrial trouble and it is no accident that in
shipbuilding productivity has scarcely improved
at all since the war
Prices and Real Incomes
The aim of a trade union is to get for its members
a higher standard of living and its success depends
on the extent to which wage advances exceed the
rise in the cost-of living Prices rose very rapidly
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(by over 30 per cent) between 1949 and 1953
and earnings only just kept ahead in this
period. But since then real earnings ft e com
mand over goods and services of money earnings)
have risen steadily Thus between 1955 and
1969 the real earnings of a wage-earner rose by
41 per cent

